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During the Cold War, many European Countries were brought into the potential horror of a nuclear conflict. 

Instead of war being waged on the battlefield, it could now lead to the potential destruction of cities, threatening the 

lives of millions of people. All of us were aware of the damage that had been inflicted upon Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 



Map of Manchester made by the 

Soviet Union during the Cold War

• Like many cities, Manchester 
was threatened by nuclear 
attack.

• This is a map of the city 
developed by the Soviet 
Union in the event of war.

• Red lines indicate planned 
route for tanks upon an 
invasion after nuclear 
attacks on the UK. 

• They also added secret 
information deliberately left 
out of OS maps such as 
Strangeways Prison and the 
Risley Moss nuclear research 
site.



• Similarly, this is a US map of 

St Petersburg (formerly 

Leningrad, and a partner city 

of Manchester). This shows 

the planned multi-weapon 

attack should nuclear war 

begin. 

• There was an awareness that 

many missiles may not make 

it to their destination. Plans 

are been in place for as many 

as 20 nuclear weapons being 

used. 

• Casualties would have been 

immense. 
Note these missiles are 1 MegaTonne, a measure of explosive capacity that is roughly a 

million tonnes of TNT. The rings do not accurately represent the actual range of the weapons 

as the effects would be felt for much further.  Tsar Bomba, the most powerful nuclear device 

ever detonated was about 50 Mt. This was detonated in 1961. https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/declassified_138256.htm

http://blog.nuclearsecrecy.com/2016/05/09/mapping-us-nuclear-war-plan-1956/



Tsar Tsar Tsar Tsar Bomba Bomba Bomba Bomba –––– the impact the impact the impact the impact 

of a huge nuclear weaponof a huge nuclear weaponof a huge nuclear weaponof a huge nuclear weapon

• To put this into perspective, this is a 
simulation of what damage the Tsar 
Bomba would have if detonated on St 
Petersburg. 

• Green – Radiation zone

• Inner Yellow – Fireball Radius

• Red – Heavy blast damage radius, 100% 
fatalities, heavy buildings demolished. 

• Blue – Moderate blast damage

• Outer blue – Light blast damage

• Outer Yellow – Thermal radiation radius. 
100% chance of 3rd degree burns.

• See the effects to your city: 
https://nuclearsecrecy.com/nukemap/



Local Authorities 

raise their concern 

over nuclear war

• With the UK accepting US cruise 
missiles and the Government calling on 
Councils to develop civil defence plans 
for a nuclear attack, many Councils 
were concerned of the impact of a 
nuclear war.

• Across the world, Councils started to 
speak out and pass resolutions of 
concern, declaring opposition to 
developing civil defence plans.

• One of those Councils was 
Manchester, who on the 5th November 
1980 declared themselves a ‘nuclear 
weapons free city’.

• The Manchester resolution was also 
important in calling for an association 
with like-minded Councils around the 
UK. 



Start of a Chain reaction

• Over the next couple of years many other Councils 
passed similar resolutions and the Nuclear Free Zones 
movement was established with Manchester as its 
headquarters and Forums in England, Scotland and 
Wales. 

• The creation of the NFLA was also part of a global 
movement, with many ‘zones’ created across the world.

• It also inspired the Mayor of Hiroshima to establish the 
Mayors for Peace movement in 1982 during the UN 
International Conference in Disarmament.

• International NFLA Conferences were also held from 
1984, as this poster attests.



An international movement with 

declarations around the world



Chernobyl and Chernobyl and Chernobyl and Chernobyl and 

Nuclear EnergyNuclear EnergyNuclear EnergyNuclear Energy

• The Chernobyl disaster was a pivotal event for the NFLA 
and other likeminded organisations. 

• This incident changed the global climate and the city 
Pripyat remains uninhabitable until this day. It brought 
radiation over much of Europe.

• The incident reminded people that nuclear energy 
accidents and radioactive waste were also major public 
hazards.

• NFLA expanded its work to consider all nuclear hazards. It 
also developed strong links in Ireland, a nuclear free 
country, and established a new All Ireland Forum, in 
addition to Forums in England, Scotland and Wales.



The NFLA and its 

Core Partnerships 

• Over its 40 year history, NFLA has 
developed a number of partnerships 
with Mayors for Peace, KIMO 
international and the Cities for a 
Nuclear Free Europe. 

• It helped to co-found the LGA Nuclear 
Legacy Advisory Forum and the COSLA 
Scottish Councils Committee on 
Radioactive Substances.

• It also interacts with local, national & 
international NGOs like Greenpeace, 
CND, Friends of the Earth and 
community groups opposed to new 
nuclear build.



Fukushima Nuclear Site

• The Fukushima disaster in February 2011 again showed the catastrophic 
problems of a nuclear accident. 

• NFLA is a key stakeholder interacting with government, nuclear regulators 
and the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority.

• After 75 years of the nuclear cycle, much expensive work is required to 
decommission aging nuclear facilities and manage safely a huge radioactive 
waste legacy.

• NFLA is actively involved across all aspects of nuclear policy on behalf of its 
members in calling for environmentally sound ways to tackle this legacy.



Local, Decentralised Energy – now and for the future

• For almost 20 years, NFLA has been an 
advocate of local decentralised, 
renewable forms of energy.

• It advocates Councils are engaged in 
decarbonisation and energy generation.

• It supports over 280 Councils passing 
climate emergency resolutions with best 
practice advice

• It sees such solutions as a core part of a 
nuclear free, fossil fuel free, zero carbon 
energy solution 

• Tackling climate change remains one of 
the core activities of local government 
over the next 30 years.



Ban the Bomb 

comes a step 

closer!

• NFLA is a member of the Nobel Peace Laureate group the International 
Campaign to Abolish Nuclear Weapons (ICAN)

• In 2017, over 120 states agreed to the International Treaty on the 
Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons (TPNW)

• The TPNW will enter into force in January 2021 and will become a core part 
of the ongoing push for global nuclear disarmament

• Across the world, Councils are passing resolutions to support the TPNW, 
repeating a similar action to the Councils of 1980!



• For further information on the work of the NFLA consult 
our website: https://www.nuclearpolicy.info

• Contact the NFLA Secretariat on 07771 930196 / 0161 234 
3244 or email sean.morris4@Manchester.gov.uk


